There’s something about Mary Killian Miller…something that
doesn’t fit the mold of the typical convention-going GK artist.
She is a woman; no body piercings or tattoos; and, no, she
doesn’t dress up in costumes. Not that there is anything
wrong with any of that. We know lots of folks that fit that
bill and we love seeing them at the conventions we attend.
There’s something about Mary that’s different. Grandmother
of four who loves horror and science fiction literature and
films, and model kits that are inspired by them. Oh, and
when Mary gets inspired, model contest judges hand out
awards. That doesn’t surprise anyone who knows her
model-building and painting background.
“The first kits I assembled and painted were WWII jeeps and
trucks back in the '70s,” she says. “During that time I was
also painting art on motorcycle gas tanks.”
After a hiatus from modeling in the 1980s, Mary got back into building and painting model kits in the early '90s when a hobby store
owner her husband knew wanted models painted to display in his shop. “It looked like fun and my passion began. My first kits were
Horizon’s RA and Anubis figures from Stargate. I also painted AMT/ERTL’s Trek kits and then really got into Horizon’s vinyl kits.”
After years of seeing her work and seeing her win awards, we approached Mary at
Louisville’s WonderFest and challenged her to paint Black Heart’s H.P. Lovecraft Tribute
bust and to write an article about it. We have heard from a number of GK artists that
Black Heart’s tribute busts are intimidating because of all the detail sculpted into the
body of the bust. Our concept for the tribute busts always contemplated a faux bronze
finish and NOT painting each element individually. When we asked Mary about doing our
Lovecraft Tribute in color, and doing an article for our website, we half-expected her to
pass on the project. But we learned that she was a huge fan of H.P. Lovecraft. Mary was
excited and easily up to the challenge.
Thanks, Mary, for making us and your favorite author of “weird fiction”, look so good.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I have known George Stephenson, the owner of Black Heart, for several years and he has been after me for a long time to paint one
of Black Heart’s busts. So, when he asked if I was interested in painting Black Heart’s H.P. Lovecraft Tribute bust and writing an
article about it, I enthusiastically said “Yes!” I have been a fan of Lovecraft’s stories for decades and we talked about that and this
project. Little did I know what I was getting myself into when I accepted this “assignment”.
Artist Mat Brouillard sculpted so much detail in this piece that I can understand why many GK artists opt for the bronze finishing
route. For my article, George requested that I paint each piece realistically and in color and he knew that I would do my best to
deliver. I like a challenge and was looking forward to the chance to do the Lovecraft bust in color.
Sanding and Priming Although I generally use a grey primer, I decided to use a white primer to
make the painting of this bust go more smoothly. The first step was to clean seams, fill and
smooth grooves, and remove some excess resin from the bust. I used Bondo Glazing & Spot
Putty to fill some of the seams.

Painting The entire bust was hand brushed as I have not yet mastered the airbrush (except for applying primer or a base color).
Before applying any paint, I researched each figure on the bust. I found movie stills of Herbert West from H.P. Lovecraft’s ReAnimator; Alyda Winthrop from H.P. Lovecraft’s The Unnamable; and Dr. Edward Pretorius and Crawford Tillinghast in From Beyond.
Since no color photos exist of HPL himself, and because Lovecraft was of English descent, I decided to use a photo of actor Matt
Smith (Dr. Who) for color reference. .
Using Createx paints, I created my own blended colors thinned to the point of translucency with acrylic thinner. With a mediumsized brush, I applied a light wash to HPL’s face. Since I prefer painting light to dark, I applied a coat of a very light Caucasian flesh
tone, gradually adding color for shading. The darker shading was achieved by adding blue to the base skin tone. Uncertain what
color to paint the eyes, I decided to start with a brown base and then give them a reddish tint. Applying color to HPL’s face was a
gradual process, applying transparent washes with a very light touch much like dry brushing.

I used transparent dark brown for Lovecraft’s hair and eyebrows and then dry-brushed highlights in the hair and eyebrows. Next I
painted Lovecraft’s shirt, tie, and jacket.

I painted the other figures according to their description in Lovecraft’s stories: Cthulhu (from “Call of Cthulhu”); violinist Erich Zann
(from “The Music of Erich Zann”); Richard Upton Pickman (from “Pickman’s Model”); natives of Innsmouth (from “The Shadow Over
Innsmouth”); the ceremony to invoke Yog-Sothoth and the demise of Wilbur Whateley at Miskatonic University (from “The Dunwich
Horror”); Niggerman the cat (from “The Rats in the Walls”); Dhole, the worm-like creature on the author’s shoulder; and
Necronomicon, the book referenced in a number of Lovecraft’s stories.
The first creature I tackled at this point was the creature on HPL’s shoulder.
I wasn’t sure if it was a “dhole” so I just went with my imagination using
shades of red, green, yellow and beige. I finished with a lightly applied
transparent white wash over the entire figure.
Now the real fun begins, painting all the figures surrounding Mr. Lovecraft.

I decided that I would start with Dr.
Pretorius, using photos I found on
the internet. I used a mixture of
Flame Red, yellow and deep purple
overall, adding the same light flesh
tones on the right side of his face
and adding some light turquoise
highlights on his left. I had planned
on working my way to the right but
ended up painting Pickman and his
“model” next.
The only figures that I did not use the light-to-dark technique were the robed
figures in the invocation scene and Lovecraft’s beloved cat, “Niggerman”. For
the cat and the robed figures, the base coat is black with highlighting applied
with the dry brush technique. I wasn't sure how I wanted to paint the swirl
around the Yog-Sothoth sabbat scene so I just went with what appealed to me.
As I worked my way around, I realized that I should have painted HPL last since
I had some really deep recessed areas that could not be easily reached without
turning the piece on its side or standing it on its “head”. Since I didn’t want to
damage the previously “finished” areas I used white gloves to hold the bust in
position.

Cthulhu has a transparent yellow base to which I added deep purple, pearlized
turquoise and coral touches. He has a slightly glossed finish. Necronomicon was a
mixture of Createx black and deep red. The letters and designs are Createx Pearl Satin
Gold. I added a dark wash to give it an aged look.
For Re-Animator’s Herbert West, I used pearlized yellow with a light green to create
the serum in the syringe. Then, I added a thin coat of pearlized white. I finished with
gloss coat. I loved painting Crawford Tillinghast from From Beyond and used basic flesh
tones and shading. For The Unnamable, I used a light pinkish flesh.

The Shadow Over
Innsmouth gillmen are my
favorite creatures from
one of my favorite
Lovecraft stories. I used a
very pale (almost white)
base with coral added to
the gills. I then applied
wash of pearlized blue for
the shadows. The eyes are
pearlized white and the
pupils are actually not
black but dark purple.
The demise of Wilbur
Whateley was based on
Lovecraft’s description in
The Dunwich Horror.
For the bottom of the
bust, I opted for a watery
ocean look. I started with
a darker color and was
just not happy with the
result. I removed the
paint, re-primered it and
went with a lighter color. I was very happy with the result.
After that was done, I applied Liquitex matte varnish to protect
the paint. The next day I applied Liquitex gloss medium and
varnish to the eyes of various characters and to those creatures
that I wanted to appear wet or slimy. I hope you enjoy my
interpretation of Black Heart’s H. P. Lovecraft Tribute and the
strange creatures from his imagination.
I really enjoyed finishing this bust in full color. Thanks to Black Heart for the opportunity.
Mary Killian Miller
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